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The Committee speaks to us, without questions & answers; just a speech; how condescending. 

 

"Greetings fellow travelers of the universe, members of the existence of souls everywhere. 

Sarcastic is this idea we would be condescending yet accurate is it also; descent to mean drop, 

lowering, slowing and looking from higher to lower is accurate.  

 

We go not into Earth, below the physical surface of the planet, thus reaching the surface from 

space above, where no atmosphere surrounds, is a lowering and in this way we descend with 

you, with descent, condescension. 

 

To speak or communicate, from above to below, we do not. You are not above us, nor the 

reverse. We serve you and have been honored to be chosen for this role. To follow and guide the 

typist, as he calls himself, of course we have however secondary was this choice to the purpose 

of our role.  

 

Primarily to speak to all of you in ways and means which we always have, before your 

incarnation and after, is what we have been asked to do; we gladly accepted.  

 

To ask another being to fulfill a role occurs well after consideration of ability; as you on Earth 

have long since discovered, the greatest talent, ability and skill any candidate might bring to the 

job if chosen and given its tasks, is desire. S/he who wants the job for the job, is among and often 

the best qualified.  

 

It is a personal compliment of the highest order to be recognized and acknowledged as 

possessing this trait, and surely we say unto you all now, this we had. Only after your typist 

scribe was asked to play this role, were we asked and did he approach and offer. 

 

Thus have we moved to the point and place of human time, where the messages we might offer 

began delivery and happy we are to smile from all ears to all other ears, at the things we have 

said and moreover, been asked to say. That even one human above us has listened and enjoyed, 

fulfills our greatest hopes and desires for our trade, business, vocation and mission. 

 

An era draws to a close in the universe, as these words are offered. This is the image many 

humans will see. It is not accurate, for what truly happens now is the birth of a new way. Happy, 

elated and overjoyed are we to see, feel and be this way. This road, path, course and trail, is the 

way back home for you all. 

 

Change is good because nothing preceding is lost; change is gain. New gifts need not require 

other offerings or giving set aside. Additions build, not replace. What you have, you do always; 

what you gain, likewise. 

 



To give is to receive, for life is a mirror even though incarnation does not physically reflect 

automatically what surrounds and composes you. We assure you, all of you are mirrors and 

gleam bright with the light of your abundance, appearances to the contrary nonetheless. 

 

Fear not what comes now to Earth; she will shake and shudder with the new way, as its energy 

courses through all of you and your planet, simultaneously. The new era will open the way 

forward mankind already followed but often chose not to see. Often for most, always for a 

minority, never for a smaller group yet, every day also for others on the opposite side of the 

process.  

 

Just as what you can see is not visible to everyone, you see not everything of & from everyone 

else, either. Your unique personality is a result of this, the product. The great challenge, ―the 

greatest as we see it to be, in our humble opinion― is to know that you are more than what you 

see around yourself and far more than what s/he who surrounds you sees. 

 

Earth will shake, rumble, belch, quake and pulsate just as she always has and does. Your 

physical movements will change along with Earth's changes, and a portion of you will choose to 

see these changes as detrimental. They are not. 

 

A motor is not its oil. Humans have come to perceive the value and worth of another incarnated 

soul as a quantity of lubricant. What you are able to employ to influence others to your 

satisfaction, is not you. What can be sold and bought plays a character in the sideshow of the 

members of mankind, but no more than that. 

 

Too much emphasis is given to scarcity; often when these words are offered does a reader or 

listener think of abundance in material ways. This emphasizes scarcity, which does not exist. 

Scarcity does not exist in your mind, does not exist for your soul in its energetic existence and 

scarcity does not exist in your physical environment. The idea and the perception they do, is no 

more than an idea you think you see. It does not exist outside of beliefs and preferences that it 

should. 

 

We do not wish to say physical things such as food, air, water, the ground's surface and Earth do 

not matter. They do, of course exist and matter to a great degree. Humans have chosen to hold 

these things as the definition of themselves; impressed you are with money and whomever has 

achieved a legal way to obtain and hold great amounts of it. Impressed you could be, with the 

ability a human might have to organize other humans to produce and to want a service or 

product. We say impressed you could be, because this is not a principal reason to be impressed 

with another member of your society, although it is okay, even common to choose this. 

 

Too many humans choose this view and make it defining, even overriding, out of place and out 

of character with impressive things humans truly achieve. 

 

Allow us to describe a brief list of what you truly admire in other humans, what is admired in 

you by your Guardian Angel Guides and admired by all visitor observers from elsewhere than 

your planet. 



Admired are perseverance, suffering, generosity of emotion and of thought, dedication, loyalty, 

friendship, acceptance, honesty, forgiveness, gentleness, character, resilience, pain, regret, 

trauma, torment, arrogance, assault, interference and deceit.  

 

These few things we all admire, for this is but a partial list from which we know and trust our 

point is seen, these few things are what define your life on Earth and enhance your existence. As 

you traverse your course across Earth, you will have many chances to both encounter and also 

display them. From them you shall learn, you do learn and you will teach by example, to a small 

yet valuable degree. 

 

As the ground shakes and skies darken in the days to come, just as disease has spread in these 

days and mankind has panicked, overreacted and harmed himself by doing so, remember that 

you are not your fears, concerns, worries and wants. 

 

A new age dawns for Earth and all of you upon it. Nearly eight billion of you have now come to 

pack the theater and observe the show, and you also shall participate. All of you will be actors 

and actresses in the great stage production set to begin in ways impossible to miss. 

 

The show has been underway for a time now, its debut anticipated for much longer. All humans 

incarnated aboard Earth at the moment, including the young, the unborn and the soon to be 

conceived, are here with the knowledge, approval, consent and understanding of what is 

happening and shall.  

 

For not one second believe you are an unwilling participant; because you are not. For not one 

second think you are a target, a victim, an unhappy participant and placed here against your will. 

It is easy to believe changes should not happen, it is easy to hope things will stop when they are 

moving and shortly thereafter, things shall return to what and how they were before changes and 

amendments to Earth commenced. This is natural and expected, yet it is not defining. 

 

We say, do not define yourselves by reactions to events surrounding you. You might react, that is 

fine however you have great choice within the scope of reactions available. We speak not of the 

reflex; which is over and done as fast as detected. 

 

If you fear thirst, hunger, cold, excess heat or loss of use of things physical you must remember 

these things do not arrive or depart immediately and instantly. The solution can be had faster 

than what is feared, appears. 

 

The few things which might be lost quickly in the physical, are not vital to life, happiness or 

good existence. The rapid gain and acquisition of things physical likewise do not enhance health, 

contentment, satisfaction and outlook. One would argue they provide a distraction and such 

argument would apply labels and stickers to acquisitions the many humans would deem positive. 

These labels are choices, voluntary and disposable. Because they might feel emotionally good 

for the moment, they create both a positive momentary distraction and a memory or a pleasant 

distraction. Thus their loss can create disappointment, a chosen reaction also, that momentary 

and fleeting distractions represent loss of something valuable. 



This is not true; one large and overriding benefit mankind now receives is the loss of this 

erroneous notion. 

 

Is a woman beautiful because she wears makeup? If you might say yes, it is the makeup which 

seems beautiful, but this is temporary. She is the same person when the coverings, markings, 

paints and lotions are removed. Just as a piece of clothing wraps or unwraps, but does not make 

the person who wears it ugly or pretty, attractive or handsome, homely or lovely.     

 

Is a rich man uglier without money? Is a smart person dumb if temporarily blind? Is a fast runner 

now unworthy because of a broken toe?  

 

That your food has changed does not mean you are supposed to suffer, although some humans 

will choose to see changed foods as good reason to choose the position of suffering. To this we 

say, what of the person who has not enough, whether this is chosen or not? If the process of 

obtaining food provides you with opportunity to get and give it to others, consider yourself 

blessed with the opportunity of generosity. If the process of receiving food you might not 

otherwise be able to have visits you, consider yourself blessed with the opportunity of 

generosity. Pride, avarice, distress and habit can be discarded, if involved with such a process 

and easy is it to see how mankind improves, just a few people at a time. 

 

That you might not sell a house, a home or place to live you own for a price you prefer because 

of perception and habit which surrounds you, being the prices you are accustomed to seeing, 

what will occur is that prices for them drop also. Common is it to borrow money to make such a 

purchase, however to the seller we say, have you considered that money owed now might never 

be repaid or need be? That ownership would be maintained anyway? Certainly this can be 

chosen viewed as a benefit to come with the price drop. 

 

That you cannot in the future drive many places you now do, means what? The majority of 

human history as known, was this way. The injuries, deaths and damage to physical things 

automobiles now cause will decrease greatly. Many things abound near you which you have not 

seen or cared to visit for the wide choices transportation gives. As many choices as you have 

now you will still have, but located physically closer. Some people will bemoan this change, yet 

others will soon welcome it gladly when the advantages are seen clearly. Others among you will 

say this practice, driving automobiles, is necessary for basic necessities. To this we say, how 

were needs and wants satisfied before automobiles? 

 

A common reaction will be, that such changes represent a reversal. That mankind is taking a step 

backwards, not forwards. To this we say, not under any circumstance is this true. Advancements 

in ways now difficult to understand or even fathom await, however we cannot describe them for 

if we could, we would. All of you must see and experience them for yourself, and for this reason 

have you come now to be on Earth.  

 

We love you all, love each other the same, your enemy is not. Be well and do return if you 

wish."  


